
   

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lockdown Guidance for Beer Dispense Systems 

 

If your able to clean, then great please do and then flush into water, you can leave the lines in water for 
approximately 2 weeks. (if your unable to do this please attempt to leave lines dry rather than left for 
an extended period in beer or water). After this period, you can then blow the lines dry and leave them 
empty for a further 2 weeks and then REPEAT the cycle. Blowing the lines dry can be achieved by 
connecting couplers to the cleaning line with the plungers on fob jars placed in the cleaning position. 
Turn on cleaning gas pump (i.e. gas line feeding that coupler) and push water through by opening taps 
in the bar until all the water comes out and gas only remains. 

Repeat above every 2 weeks i.e. water / dry / water / dry and so on and so on  

 

Please Treat your cask lines in the same way as above  

NB Leave remote ( python ) coolers and under bar coolers switched off, and turn off gas at bottles,  If 
you still have unopened kegs in the cellar, we advise leaving the cellar cooling switched on to preserve 
the life of the stock, couplers should be sprayed with sanitizer and left on cleaning ring ,cleaning 
sockets also cleaned ,  cask lines off the floor, taps and filters cleaned and placed safely, empty casks 
and kegs removed from cellar , cellar floor and walls washed down  In the Bar Remove nozzles, clean 
thoroughly under warm running water or sanitizing solution and leave to air dry or re fit to fonts . 
Ensure glasswasher is cleaned and drained -spray all internal surfaces with food-grade sanitizer Remove 
filter and spray arms, and clean • Leave door open to allow air circulation  

 

Nb if your unable to do above please attempt to leave lines dry rather than left for an extended 
period in beer or water  

❋ For additional help please call your local Clear Brew franchised owner/ technician who will be able to 
give verbal advice. 

 


